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Abstract 

hani al 

model for MOS devices with semi-classical method is 

. 1) effects are neglected in the modeL In this model the 

e in luded. The model is valid for arbitrary distribution of Dit 

We have performed numerical calculation for uniform and 

rap charges are included in surface charges to calculate the 

lectric field is used to calculate the gate oltage. When we 

.- these changes, a significant effect of interface trap density on 

- ~"' . The doping density dependence of this effect is also studied . It is 

el can be used for quick estimation of the effects of the interface 

o ltage characteristics. 
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Figures 

~- ion of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET. 

=_ and diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in Flat Band. 

_ -=_ . band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in Accumulation. 

_=-.::y band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in Depletion. 

-~ gy band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in strong Inversion. 

_:e C-V characteristics of an enhancement-type n-MOS. 

=:':1-"rgy band diagram of n-channel MOSFET showing interface traps: (a) Positive 

- :e:face trap charge at flatband. (b) At inversion interface traps are negatively charged. 

-ergy band diagram of p -channel MOSFET showing interface traps: (a) Negative 

:erface trap charge at flatband . (b) At inversion interface traps are positively charged. 

~ -iation of space-charge density (Qs) in the semiconductor as a function of the surface 

- : ntial (rps) for p-type silicon at room temperature (300 K). 

__ ace potential (rps) as a function of gate voltage (Vg). 

r . haracteristics for an n-channel (p-substrate) MOS capacitor with Na = 1 X 10 18 cm-3 

{ = 2nm. 

a teristics for an n-channel (p-substrate) MOS capacitor with Na = 6 X 10 17 cm-3 

.:':' =:nm. 

. -< 

urve for Si02/Si MOS structure without and with uniform Di/ profile . 

urve for Si02/Si MOS structure without Dit, with uniform Di/ and parabolic 

°e for Si02/Si MOS structure without Dit, with uniform Dif and parabolic 
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c- \-ersus Vg curve for Si02/Si MOS structure with uniform DII profile of three different 

... oping concentrations_ 

Cg versus Vg curve for Si02/Si MOS structure with parabolic Dil profile of three different 

':0 ing concentrations_ 
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pter 1 

troduction 

'ide semiconductor (MOS) transistors are the basic building blocks of MOS integrated 

~~- Ie). It is used in a vast manner in VLSI design for high speed performance, safe 

.; area, uni-polarity and ease to be used in parallel. Over the past decade, the complexity 

_ IC's has increased at an astonishing rate. This is realized mainly through the reduction 

.: ransistor dimensions in addition to the improvements in processing [1). 

~ -rudy of MOSFET characteristics and operations various models have been proposed. All 

=:odels have their own assumptions and predictions. Due to scaling of MOSFETs, it has 

- e ery significant to consider the effect of generated traps in Si-Si02 junctions. The 

_ ~e states although are not of significance in case of thicker gate oxides, but study of 

- with gate oxide thickness ( ~ 2nm) shows that these almost negligible states have 

~ __ .. _v le impact on the drive current [2). As the oxide thickness is reduced these interface 

harges become significant gradually. In earlier times, gate ox ide thickness was so large 

::: henomenon was not noticeable, but introduction of nanotechnology has made possible 

:- :::Ts with ultra thin oxides. As a result, nowaday it is a matter of importance to consider 

'~:-face states during MOS operation . 

.:-e:.i al treatment on the process of hot electron emission from silicon into Si02 was carried 

_ . -ing [3). He considered avalanche and non-avalanche inj ection mechanism to calculate 

_~-"U= probability of the carriers at Si-Si02 interface. Yam abe and Miura [4] observed 

----"--....--..ue. all y the flat band voltage shift due to the generation of interface states because of 

__ ~.-'- ..... pping in the Si02 film. They suggested that the interface states, where electrons can 

-- . .::. are generated due to the collisions of electrons at the Si-Si02 interface. 

[ -] observed that holes are created by ionizing radiation that produces new 

.=.::::==. ::::... ~ -a the i-Si02 interface resulting in the formation of interface traps. They also 
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\'oltage shift due to the trapping of carriers inside the Si02 layer. In a recent 

and others [6] showed that the generated electron traps at the Si-Si02 interface 

_____ s -~ • gradation of MOSFET characteristics. To determine the interface trapped charges 

: interface Goreseneken and others [7] used the charge pumping method introduced 

~:?r and Jespers [8] and represented a very keen analysis of energy distribution of 

_____ _ .!. ped charges. 

:- Interface traps can be analyzed from C-V curve characteristics. A simple semi

. _ _ ...... -:l0 el of C-V is proposed in this work. Several simulation results are presented using 

Background 

.. an interface trapped charge (also called fast interface state charge) exists at the oxide 

;;:::::::.::::.: tor interface. It is caused by the defects at the interface, which gives rise to charge 

can exchange mobile carriers with the semiconductor, acting as donors or 

- [9]. The interface trapped charges are very negligible in effect in case of strong 

- ut if we consider the case of very thin gate oxides then we find the trapped charges 

.:....1 ro le in case of determining MOS capacitance. 

_ - _ i ance-voltage measurement helps to evaluate the flat band shift and the total interface 

.--. ....... _"..;_ -~.arge Qit. The influence of interface traps on the biasing voltage, however, causes a 

: - ~ ;;' i eal YlOS curve along the voltage axis because, when interface traps are present, 

_ - -~ - on the gate are necessary to create a given surface potential. When voltage is 

. ': ;;' in rfa e trap levels move up or down with the valence and conductance bands while 

. ._." I remains fixed. A change of charge in the interface trap occurs when it crosses the 

hange of charge contributes to the MOS capacitance and changes are observed 

a itance curve. 
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- are electrically active defects with an energy distribution throughout the Si band 

- ~:-: 0 ributes to the elcetrical activity at room temperature and higher. These act as 

- • r ombination centers and contributes to leakage current, low frequency noise and 

obili ty, drain current, and transconductance [10]. Since these traps are occupied by 

__ ,- .. ~.-...,- and holes they also contribute to the threshold voltage shift which is why it is necessary 

. '" analysis by observing the changes in the C-V characteristics. 

e factor behind the degradation of MOS device characteristics is generation of interface 

he Si/Si02 interface of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures. At low frequency 

_ -3Iacteristic curve depends on the distribution of the density of interface trap states ( Dit ) 

-i thin Si band gap even for the same average value of Dit [11]. It is required to have the 

~ ge of the density of interface trap states ( D;( ) throughout the band gap, rather than the 

::- density of states at midgap. Characterization of the interface traps has been an important 

-- r accurate estimation of device life-time reliability. 

_ Objective of This Work 

_ ;: pacitance voltage measurements of MOS capacitor structures provide a wealth of 

~. ion about the structure which is of direct interest when one evaluates an MOS process. 

_ ;.he MOS structure is simple to fabricate the technique is widely used. 

~~ ioned earlier, for accurate estimation of device life time reliability, characterization of 

traps is an important task. There are several techniques for extracting interface trap 

- h as, charge pumping method [12] , conductance method [13] , Terman method [14] , 

ency C-V method [15] and combined low-frequency/high frequency C-V method [16]. 

- "ork, \\'e propose a semi-classical model for gate C-V characteristics including interface 

_ -3Ige. Interface trap charge Qit is calculated and included in the C-V curve. Using this 

imulat~ons are done with and without Dit distribution to study the non-ideal 

by the presence of traps and its effects on C-V characteristics of MOS gate 

- -: - . To keep the model simple and computationally efficient, quantum-mechanical (QM) 

ted in this study. 
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Organization of The Thesis 

rer 2 necessry review of MOSFET and interface states are gIven. In the following 

-:e[ 3. theory to develop C-V characteristics and detailed calculation of interface trap charge 

_ ., ed. Verification and comparison of simulated C-V including trap charge density IS 

in chapter 4. Summary and future work is presented in conclution in chapter 5. 

~hart of our work is given in the appendix section. 
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apter 2 

yiew of Basic MOS Theory 

::::. - i0 2 interface perfection has been the reason why MOSFET devices are suitable for 

_ pplications. Their higher areal density, better switching characteristics and lower power 

:- tion have made them the dominant device in electronic systems and the engine driving 

;",, ' law [17]. To understand the operation of the MOSFET we first need to examine the 

-= apacitor, whose structure, band diagrams and its four different modes of operation are 

u in this chapter. We have also discussed the gate capacitance and interface states in detail 

and diagrams. 

1 MOSFET Basics 

=FET is an electronic device which is widely used , especially in digital integrated circuits. 

is used as semiconductor to make such devices, for insulator we used Si02, and as gate 

~ ~ode heavily doped poly crystalline silicon, which is known as polysilicon or metal are 

.:=.y used. To refer this devices the term metal oxide semiconductor jield- effect transistor 

FET) is generally used. 

:vIOS Structure 

. \'e consider the n-channel enhancement-type transistor shown in Fig. 2.1. On a p-type 

e the transistor is fabricated. In the figure two heavily doped n-type regions shown as n + 

and n + drain regions, are created in the substrate. Drain and Source connection are made 

_ er conduction high doped region. A thin layer of silicon dioxide (Si02) is grown on the 

_~ of the substrate. Si02 is known as an excellent electrical insulator. On top of the oxide 

tal is deposited which form the gate electrode of the device. The metal gate is 

~ lly isolated from p-type substrate by a layer of non-conducting Si02. Metal contacts are 

to the source region, the drain region, and the substrate also known as the body. So, 

14 
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al are brought out: the gate terminal (G), the source terminal (S), the drain terminal 

ubstrate body terminal (B). 

e(S) 
\ ' s 

Channel Region 
L 

p-type Substrate 

iB v Body(B) 
B 

Figure 2.1: Cross section of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET. 

Energy Band Diagram of an MOS Capacitor 

-~ energy band diagram contains the electron energy levels in the MOS structure as delineated 

:... the Fermi energy in the metal and semiconductor as well as the conduction and valence 

- edge in the oxide and the silicon. We will distinguish between four modes of operation: flat 

. accumulation, depletion and inversion. 

band condition 

. band conditions exist when no charge is present in the semiconductor so that the silicon 

.=-=y band is flat. The flat band voltage is obtained when the applied gate voltage equals the 

- function difference between the gate metal and the semiconductor. However there is also a 

harge in the oxide and/or at the oxide-silicon interface. At flat band condition ((Js = 0 . 

- _ energy band diagram of an n-MOSFET at flat band is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

15 
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~----------~----EC 
--------]----- ------- Ej 

qq>F E 
~--~--- _4111 "__ .EF 

d EV 

~{etal Oxide p-type semicondnctor 

Figure 2.2: Energy band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET at flat band. 

urnulation 

_ ~;>gative bias is applied between the metal and the semiconductor, the valence bands are bent 

_ me closer to the Fermi level , causing an accumulation of holes at the interface as shown in 

_~ 2.3. The difference between the Fermi level in the metal and the semiconductor is the 

.:ed bias. 

~{etal 
---r------... 

t 
q'~s 

___ 1_-

Oxide p-type semiconductor 

qX. 

'""'-_...A. __ +--_--.~-- Ee 

Eg 
- --- :Ej 

r-----------~~.~~----- EF 

EV 

2.3: Energy band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in Accumulation. 
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!"face depletion 

-:' e depletion occurs when a positive bias is applied to the metal with respect to the 

onductor, the Fermi level in the metal is lowered by an amount eV with respect to the 

1 onductor, causing the valence band to move away from the semiconductor Fermi level near 

_ interface. As a result the hole density near the interface falls below the bulk value in the p

emiconductor as shown in figure 2.4. Here when CfJs > 0, we have depletion region. 

Oxide p-type semiconductor 

q'Ps 

~--------~--~--~----Ec 
Eg 

~----------~--~~~---- EF 

~----~----~--- ~ 

Figure 2.4: Energy band diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in Depletion. 

yersion 

.• ore positive voltage also attracts electrons (the minority carriers) to the surface which forms 

~ o-called inversion layer. If we increase the gate voltage the depletion layer width barely 

.:- ases further since the charge in the inversion layer increases exponentially with the surface 

:;:>ntial. Inversion occurs at more positive voltages which are larger than the threshold voltage. 

:;:>n CfJs is positive and larger than CfJF the bands at the surface are bent down such that Ei lies 

w EF, and inversion is obtained. For strong inversion the surface should be strongly n-type as 

_ :ubstrate is p-type. It means that, Ei should lie as far as below EF at the surface as it is above 

17 



- oa r from the surface. This condition occurs when Cfs (inv.) = 2 CfF' The energy band diagram 

: an n-MOSFET in inversion is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

Eg 

~~~----~~+---~-----~ 
q<ps q<Pr 

~----------Ev 

I\letaJ Oxide p-type semiconductor 

Figure 2.5: Energy hand diagram of an enhancement-type n-MOSFET in strong Inversion. 

: .1.3 Gate Capacitance 

. yo ltage dependent semiconductor capacitance in series with a fixed voltage independent gate 

--ulator capacitance is the electrical representation of a MOS capacitor. In accumulation the 

--ulator capacitance (C) represents the series capacitance. When we apply negative voltage at 

_-".-face holes are accumulated and the MOS appears like a parallel-plate capacitor, dominated by 

-~ insulator properties. As the voltage is less negative the semiconductor surface is depleted. 

--e depletion capacit~mce (Cd) added in series with (C) in depletion, which gives small 

_. acitance and the value decreases until inversion is achieved. The depletion capacitance when 

- ed with the insulator capacitance the total capacitance is small. Now the semiconductor 

citance is very large because inversion charge increases exponentially with Fs. The low 

! uency MOS capacitance in strong inversion is basically again (CJ The C-V characteristic of 

:\10S structure depending on the conditions of semiconductor surface is in accumulation, 

.. etion or inversion shown in Fig. 2.6. 
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V V 
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Figure 2.6: Gate C-V characteristics of an enhancement-type n-MOS. 

2.2 Interface States 

T terface states occurs due to interface trap charges which are atoms from the silicon that remain 

nded only to three silicon atoms with the fourth bond unsaturated, representing interface 

':efects . Every trivalent silicon atom introduces a pair of energy levels; One can be occupied by 

_ electron (acceptor type) and the other can be occupied by a hole (donor type). Electrons and 

- les that appear on these levels cannot move freely as there is a relatively large distance 

- tween the neighboring interfacial trivalent silicon atoms (these levels are localized and isolated 

'-:'om each other). As these levels can effectively trap the mobile electrons and holes (from the 

_ nduction and valence bands respectively), these are called interface states. Impurity atoms and 

_ oups (such as H, OH and N) can be bonded to the unsaturated bonds of the interfacial trivalent 

.. on atoms, which result in a shift of the corresponding energy levels into the conduction and 

ence band. 
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- erface states at the Si/Si02 in a metal-oxide-semiconductor structure playa crucial role in 

.:~termining the electrical characteristics of MOSFETs [18], which include the threshold voltage 

; 'r), the channel carrier mobility (J.1), the transconductance (gm), and the sub threshold slope (S). 

curate characterization of interface states throughout the band gap is, therefore, very important 

:or improving the robustness of devices and their integrated circuits with MOS capacitors and 

.' OSFETs. Interface states induce a stretching of the C-V curve, because the trap charge density 

_ pends on the Fermi level at the Si/Si02 and consequently on the applied gate voltage. 

:'Ilterface trap charge (Qil) is positively or negatively charged. These are located within the silicon 

:orbidden gap at the Si-Si02 interface. Unlike a fixed oxide charge, an interface trapped charge 

:nteracts strongly with the underlying silicon and can thus be charged or discharged, depending 

on the surface potential. These types of charges are also called surface states [16] , fast states 

' 19], and interface states [20]. 

There has been a long debate on whether the interface trap (or interface state) is acceptor or 

onor-like. The interface traps are generally classified as donor like (positive when empty) or 

ceptor-like (negative when filled with electrons). Ma and Knoll have suggested that the 

interface traps in the upper half of the silicon band gaps are acceptor-like and those in the lower 

alf are donor-like [21 and 22]. Gray and Brown originally proposed this distribution and 

laimed that the density and distribution of acceptor traps and donor traps in the silicon band gap 

are almost symmetrical [20]. 

r terface traps at the Si02 lSi interface are acceptor-like in the upper half and donor-like in the 

.ower half of the bandgap. This is in contrast to doping atoms, which are donors in the upper half 

::.nd acceptors in the lower half of the bandgap. Hence, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a), at flatband, where 

~ I ctrons occupy states below the Fermi energy, the states below the Fermi level are neutral 

esignated by "0"), being occupied donor states. Those between mid gap and the Fermi energy 

::.re positively charged (designated by "+"), being unoccupied donor states and those above Ei 

20 



~----------------Ec 

Acceptors 
"0" Acceptors 

~----------------E_ 
1 

__________________ J;' 

I
E " " -'-F 

"+" 1 

Donors -----------------------EF 

~-..!...I-,,-O,,----Ey 
Donors 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.7: Energy band diagram of n-channel MOSFET showing interface traps: (a) Positive 

interface trap charge at flatband. (b) At inversion interface traps are negatively charged. [10] 

:;re neutral (unoccupied acceptors). For n-channel MOSFET at inversion, shown in Fig. 2.7(b), 

- e fraction of interface traps between midgap and the Fermi level is now occupied donors, 

.eading to negatively charged interface traps (designated by "-"). Hence interface traps in n

: annel devices in inversion are negatively charged, leading to positive threshold voltage shifts. 

- 0] 
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Acceptors 
II " 

............... -----E· I 

Donors 1'01' 

(a) 

Donors 

~----Ec 

E· l 

-------Ev 

(b) 

Fig. 2.8 : Energy band diagram ofp-channel MOSFET showing interface traps: (a) Negative 

interface trap charge at flatband. (b) At inversion interface traps are positively charged. [10] 

7 0r a p-channel MOSFET, shown in Fig. 2.8(a), at flatband, where electrons occupy states below 

: .. :e Fermi energy, the states in the lower half of the band gap are neutral (designated by " 0"), 

: ing occupied donor states. Those between mid gap and the Fermi energy are negatively 

_: arged (designated by "-"), being occupied acceptor states and those above EF are neutral 

.moccupied acceptors). For an inverted p-channel MOSFET, shown in Fig. 2.8(b), the fraction 

~- interface traps between mid gap and the Fermi level is now unoccupied donors, leading to 

:: sitively charged interface traps (designated by "+"). Hence interface traps in p-channel 

:~\' ices in inversion are positively charged, leading to negative threshold voltage shifts . 
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Chapter 3 

Theory 

In order to evaluate correct C-V curve for MOS device, it is necessary to extract the surface 

perpendicular electric field , semiconductor charge density, flat band voltage, the potential drop 

across the oxide, gate capacitance and interface trap charge accurately. For this we have used the 

following techniques in this chapter. 

3.1 Poisson's Equation 

Among the three operation regions mentioned in chapter 2, inversion is the most important 

operation region. The surface is inverted whenever rps is larger than rpF, a practical criterion is 

needed to tell us whether a true n-type conducting channel exist in the surface [23]. For strong 

inversion the best criterion is that the surface should be as strongly n-type as the substrate is p-

·pe. So that Ei should lie as far below EF at the surface as it is above EF far from the surface. 

This condition occurs when 

rpJ inv.) = 2rpr = 2 kT In N o 
q n, 

(3.1 ) 

\ e now solve Poisson' s equation for the MOS capacitor. Whereas most of the derivation is 

applicable for both n-type and p-type substrates, the equations are written in a form which is 

:nore convenient for p-type substrates, but can easily be rewritten for n-type substrates. 

The total charge density, p, in the semiconductor is given by: 

( x) = q( p( x) - n( x) - N~ + N~ ) (3 .2) 

23 



From ID Poisson equatIOn we get, 

(3.3) 

For p-type substrate No = O. ow. replacing the value of p , from equation 3.3 we get, 

dip (dip ) q , - - =--(p(x) -n(x) - '.) 
dx dx 8, 

(3.4) 

Assuming the total integrated charge per unit area, Qs, as a function of the surface potential, ips ' 

Poisson's equation takes the following form : 

J.r:p 8r:p (8 qJ) a J, ([) - d - = -~ . (p( ({J ) - n(cp) - NA ) dq; 
o ax ax Cs 0 

(3.5) 

A particularly important case is at the surface (x = 0) where the surface perpendicular electric 

field, ~s = - ~: ' becomes 

I 

C;s = _-V_ 1._ e ----;;:r + qips -1 + no 7 e ---;;:r _ qips -1 r;;2kT [ [ qrp,l J 2 [ 'I'P.I' Jl2 
qL f) kT Po - kT 

(3.6) 

Where LD, is the Debye screening length, 

(3.7) 

By using Gauss's law at the surface, we can relate the integrated space charge per unit area to the 

electric displacement, keeping in mind that the electric field in the substrate is zero. 

24 



(3.8) 

Electric field at oxide (';ox ) can be calculated with the analytical expression. 

(3.9) 

Now, potential drop across oxide (rpox ) can be calculated using C;OX I 

(3. 10) 

Now the substrate is affected when the externally applied voltage Vg assumes values different 

from the flat band voltage VFB . 

We can write: 

(3.11 ) 

The capacitance-voltage characteristics of this ideal MOS structure vary depending on whether 

the semiconductor surface is in accumulation, depletion or inversion. The voltage-dependent 

MOS gate capacitance i<;. [24] 

dQg 
C =

g dV 
g 

(3.12) 

3.2 Including D it effect on C-V Characteristics 
It is well known that the interface traps at the Si-Si02 interface in the MOS structures play an 

important role in determining several characteristics of MOS devices. In recent years there has 

been an increased interest to find an accurate modeling and characterization of interface traps 

through the band gap, mostly using capacitance, conductance and charge pumping methods [16, 

25, 26, 27]. Interface traps are now the most important non-ideality found in MOS structures 

Interface trap charge is evaluated by 
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Ec 

Qil =q fF(E) .DilEjdE (3.13 ) 
E

" 

Where Dit is the interface trap charge density per cm2 per e V and E is the energy level in the band 

gap of the semiconductor, corresponding to Dit (E). F(E) is Fermi-dirac distribution. Here Dit is 

arbitrarily distributed between valance energy and conduction energy level. F(E) may be 

approximated by its zero temperature distribution as a step function. As interface trap charge Qil 

is effective in between Fermi energy level and intrinsic energy level we can get Qil by writing 

equation (3.13) as, 

E; 

Qil = q fDil E ). dE (3.14) 

E" 

We have considered thi QII in the calculation of oxide electric field. These charges are 

interrupting the electric field which comes from gate to body for positive applied voltage and 

body to gate for negative applied \·o ltage. That is why the electric field has changed in the 

equation (3.9). 

(3.15) 

Now after Qil consideration th voltage-dependent semiconductor gate capacitance is calculated 

as, 

(3 .16) 

We have considered rps as an independent parameter. We calculate Qs analytically usmg 

equation (3.6) and C' .8). Then we calculate the changed oxide electric field (~ox ) with the 

equation (3.15). This changed ~ ox is used to calculate the potential drop across the oxide (rp ox) , 

This changed ~ox al 0 participates to calculate gate voltage Vg in equation (3.11). Interface trap 

charge is calculated using the equation (3.14). Finally, we numerically evaluate the derivative of 

equation (3 .16) using finite difference method to determine eg. 
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When we consider Di/ effects, C-V characteristics curve shape is changed and the capacitance 

value Cg is increased for Di/ effects. The value of capacitance is very important in determining 

performance of a MOSFET. Considering the impact of D;( on C-V curve we proposed a model 

for any arbitrary Di/ profile. For Si-Si02 interfaces, the most common D;r(£) profile is parabolic 

centered at the mid-gap energy. 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation and Results 

In this chapter, the accuracy of our simulation will be justified by comparing the simulation 

result with the published simulation result. The C-V characteristics fro m simulation results will 

be discussed next. Then we obser e the effects of DII profiles \ ithin the energy bandgap on C-V 

characteristics for various doping densities . In our simulation. we have considered the 

distribution of Dil within the energy bandgap with uniform and parabolic distributions. 

4.1 Verification 

4.1.1 Charge Density \"s. Surface Po tential 

Considering the parameters from [_ .,] \ye ha\'e calculated the charge density (Qs) as a function of 

the surface potential (rps). Equation (3.8) is u ed to calculate Qs and the results are presented in 

Fig. 4.1. Here we consider an n-channel ),10 FET \\'i h uniform ub trate doping density of Na = 

4 X 10 15 cm,3 at room t mperature (300 K . Comparing our simulation with published simulated 

results, we veri fy the ac ura y of our calculation. 
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Figure 4.1 : Variation of space-charge density (Qs) in the semiconductor as a function of the 

surface potential (rps) for p-type silicon at room temperature (300 K). Published data is from [23] 

Fig. 4.2 shows surface potential (rps) as a function of gate voltage (Vg) calculated using our 

model. This figure demonstrates the surface potential in both accumulation and inversion 

regions. Here we consider two doping density sets of n-channel MOSFETs with uniform 

substrate doping density of ~ 'o = 4 X 10 15 cm-3 and No = 6 X 1017 cm-3 keeping the same oxide 

thickness value f ox = 3nm. In both case we keep our flat band voltage fixed (VFB = -1 V) . The 

results are consistent with the known trends of the rps -Vgrelationship. 
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Figure 4.2: Surface potential (IPs) as a function of gate voltage (Vg) . 

4.1.2 Gate capacitance vs. gate voltage 

2 

A MOS capacitor or 10SFET is the series combination of a fixed, voltage-independent gate 

oxide (insulator) capacitance and voltage-dependent semiconductor capacitance. The 

capacitance-voltage (C- ) measurements give the most detailed picture of the electrical 

characteristics of the Si/Si02 interface states. Here the semiconductor capacitance itself can be 

determined from the slope of the Qs versus IPs plot (Fig. 4.1). Two sets of n-channel MOSFETs 

are considered here . In both simulations we took flat band voltage VFB = - 1 V. The first one (Fig. 

4.3) with substrate doping density of No = 1 X 10 18 cm-3 and the oxide thickness value tox = 2 nm. 

Another (Fig. 4.4) is for substrate doping density of No = 6 X 1017 cm-3 and the oxide thickness 

value t ox = 3 nm. These parameters are taken from a published paper [28] . Both our simulated 

and the published simulated results are matched which confirms that our results are correct. 
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Figure 4.3: C- characteristics for an n-channel (p-substrate) MOS capacitor with Na = 1 X 10 18 

cm-3 and tox = 2nm. Published simulation data is from [28] 
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Figure 4.4: C-V characteristics for an n-channel (p-substrate) MOS capacitor with Na = 6 X 10 17 

cm-3 and tox = 3nrn. Published simulation data is from [28] 
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4.2 Effects of D it on C-V characteristics 

The effects of Di/ are presented in this section. Here the low frequency gate C-V characteristics 

of MOSFETs are simulated assuming certain distribution of interface trap states. 

4.2.1 Effects of Unifo rm Dit and Non uniform Dit 

We observe the effect of Dil on gate C-V curves for various doping density. In our simulation, we 

have considered uniform and non-uniform distributions of Di/ . For non-uniform case, we 

consider the parabolic shape. Dil is assumed to have donor like states below the charge neutrality 

level Ei and acceptor like tates above it. When we take parabolic Di( distribution , we consider 

that minimum value of that distribution is at Ei • 

As shown in figure 4. - we consider the substrate doping density of 5 x 10 17 cm-3 for p type Si 

and the oxide thickness f ox = 3 nrn. With the four different uniform Di/ profile, C-V curves are 

simulated . 

n-MOSFET 

10 tox=3nm 
N a=5X 1017em-3 

- . Dit= OeV 1em -3 

---- u nifotm Dit= 1X 10 11 eV-1 em-
-u nifotm Dit= 1X 1012 eV- 1 em-

• U nifo tm Dit= 5X 1012 eV- 1 em' 

- 5 -1 -a5 0 .5 1.5 

Vg 01) 

Figure 4.5: Cg versus Vg curve for Si02/Si MOS structure without and with uniform Di/ profile. 
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Now if we observe the figure, the C-V curve is changing with the change of Dit profile. With the 

increase of Oil, the curve is spreading and shifting upward in depletion. It is very clear that the 

value of Cg is increasing as well as decreasing at different regions. If we observe carefully, in 

both accumulation and inversion region capacitance is decreasing but at the depletion it is 

increasing. This is because at depletion region due to increase of Du, electric field at oxide is 

increasing and more surface charge is induced. Qs decreases in depletion but increases in 

InversIOn. 
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D it(rnin)= 1 X 1011 eV 1 crn·3 

2 

Fig. 4.6: Cg versus Vg curve for Si02/Si MOS structure without Dil' with uniform Dit and 

parabolic Dit profile. 

Here we consider in Fig. (4.6) the substrate doping density of 1 x 10 16 cm·3 for p type Si and the 

oxide thickness fox = 3 nm. We considered here one uniform Dil profile of2 x 10 12 eV· 1 cm·2 and 

two non uniform Oil (parabolic) profiles of D it(lIlax) =1 x 10 12 eV·1 cm·2 and D it(lIlin)= 1 X 1011 eV-1 

cm·1 and for another non uniform profile Dit(max) =5 x 1012 eV·1 cm·2 and D it(lIlin)= 1 X 1011 eV·1 
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cm- I
. In all of our calculations we consider VFB= -1 V. Now if we look into this figure, the C-V 

curve is changing when we consider the Dit profile (both uniform and non uniform). First when 

we compare the C-V curve with Dil profile with ideal (without Dit) C-V curve, we observe that 

the minimum value of Cg is changed. This minimum value of Cg is around 1.2 fF/l1m2 for the 

ideal condition and the minimum value of Cg is around 3 fF/ l1m2 for uniform Dit, and 2 fF/l1m2 

for non uniform (parabolic) Du (max=lxl012 , min= l x lO " ) and 5 fF/ l1m2 for non uniform 

(parabolic) Dil (max=5xl0 12 . min=lxlO" ). This is because the interface trap charges are in 

between the Si-Si02 interface. These charges are interrupting the electric field which comes from 

gate to body for positive applied vo ltage and body to gate for negative applied vo ltage. That is 

why the electric field ha hanged with the equation (3.14). This changed electric field also 

participates to change the gate yoltage, Vg For this, the second change occurs in the C-V curve 

when we consider Du when compared with ideal C-V curve. That is why the value of Cg starts to 

fall at more negatiye \ 'oltage and starts to rise with higher voltage. For that, the curve (non ideal) 

spreads towards the voltage sides . Its mean, this Oil increases the region of depletion and weak 

inversion. From the figure it is very much clear that the amount of spreading of the C-V curve is 

depending on the amount of Du. It has major effect in the region of depletion and weak inversion 

and a very negligible effect in the region of accumulation and strong inversion. From both 

second and third changes we can say that if the doping density is higher, the C-V curve is 

spreading towards the yoltage and starts to affect the C-V curve from more accumulation region 

and more strong inversion region which will be no longer negligible or small. From all of the 

above discussion we can strongly say that if parameters like No, tox, temperature etc remain 

constant the change of cJpacitance with respect to gate voltage is directly proportional to the trap 

charges. For more trap charges, more wide range of voltage is required to change the 

capacitance, and for less trap charges, less range of voltage will be needed to change the Cg 
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Fig. 4.7 : Cg \"ersus r ~ curve for Si02/Si MOS structure without Di/, with uniform Di/ and 

parabolic DI/ profile. 

Now we consider Fig. (-f. 7). The effect of Dil on C-V curve is qualitatively similar for higher 

doping density. \\ e take a= Ix 10 17 cm-3 for p type Si considering VFB= -1 V. This figure shows 

all the changes \\'e ha\'e already discussed above. 
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Fig. 4.8: Cg \ 'er us T'_ urye for Si02/Si MOS structure with unifom1 DI/ profile of three different 

doping concentration . 

Now we consider Fig. (. where we ha\'e simulated three C-V curves of different doping 

concentration for a gi\'en uniform DI/ pro lie. If we observe carefully, the C-V curve shifts to its 

right and move up\\'ard wi th the in rease in doping concentration. The right shift implies an 

increase of threshold \·ol tage. The minimum value of capacitance is increased with increase in 

Na. 
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different doping con ntra ion . 

OS structure with parabolic Di' profile of three 

Now we consider Fig. (4.9) where we have simulated three C-V curves of different doping 

concentration taki ng a parabolic Dl/ profile. Again increasing Na increases the threshold voltage 

but for parabolic Dl/ . minimum capacitance increases more slowly with increasing Na. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

A simple model is de"e lo 

based on semi-cia i al 

o imu late gate C- cur es \"ith interfa e trap charge densi ty, It is 

'niform and non-uniform DI/ ar u d \\ ith different substrate 

hanical (Q ) effects are negle t d in thi tudy, Although QM 

models are mor a hey ar computationally mu h mor invoh'ed . Therefore, the 

proposed mod I an b u- fu l or a qui k tudy ofC- chara n I including effects of DI/' 

We have hown that int rfa e ra harg a t \' ry r glOn 0 C- characteristics, After 

including th int rface trap harg o al ula C~, ,y foun hat the gate capacitence in 

accumul ation and in ertion d rea - an 

The mini mum \'alu 0 C in rea 

5.2 Future orks 

:ion r gion he gate capac itence increases, 

Our proposed mod I i ba 0 -i al analysis distribution, Many Quantum-mechanical 

(QM) effect ar ignored here,Qm ffe may be included in the model. The most accurate way 

to include Q\l ffe t is through the self-consi stent solution of Schorodinger's and Poisson's 

equation, In our mo I we consider 10\\' frequency C-V characteristics, The ac small signal is 

used to measure he , 'alu of the capacitance at the various dc gate biases, Different curves can 

be obtained for a gi, en device depending on the frequency of the ac signal. Further study on our 

proposed model an be done in cooperating the effect of the frequency of the ac signal. Our 

proposed model i "al id for up to 2nm gate oxide and thicker gate oxide and here we are not 

considering gate leakage current. For thinner gate oxide, the gate leakage current is significant. 

So, further study of ga e capacitance can be done considering the effect of gate leakage current. 
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Appendix A No Dit effects 

Start 

Program 

n~..----". 
Parameter declaration 

Poisson's equation 

Solution 

Surface;s calculation 

Using Gauss' law Os calculation 

--I1-* ---"-:r 
Voltage across gate to body 

calculation 

Semiconductor Capacitance Cg calculation 

- {}----
End 
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Including Dit effects 

Given trap charge density 0it 

Ferm i level consideration from band 

bending 

Find trap charge 

Calculate new electric field across oxide 

[l.,----__ 
Considering equation (3.11) 

Voltage across gate to body calculation 

Including 0 it effect 

semiconductor capacitance Cg 

calculation 

End 

i'igure A.I: Flow Chart for calculating semiconductor capacitance including no Dil effects 

IOd uniform/non-uniform Dit effects. 
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